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Abstract

We present a novel approach to interactive character skinning, which is robust to extreme character movements, handles skin contacts and produces the effect of skin elasticity (sliding). Our approach builds on the idea of implicit skinning in which the character is approximated by a 3D scalar field and mesh-vertices are appropriately re-projected. Instead of being bound by an initial skinning solution used to initialize the shape at each time step, we use the skin mesh to directly track iso-surfaces of the field over time. Technical problems are two-fold: firstly, all contact surfaces generated between skin parts should be captured as iso-surfaces of the implicit field; secondly, the tracking method should capture elastic skin effects when the joints bend, and as the character returns to its rest shape, so the skin must follow. Our solutions include: new composition operators enabling blending effects and local self-contact between implicit surfaces, as well as a tangential relaxation scheme derived from the as-rigid-as possible energy to solve the tracking problem.
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1 Introduction

Many computer graphics applications include the animation of synthetic 3D characters. One challenging aspect is the production of realistic skin deformations, especially at joints. To achieve realism, self-collisions must be avoided and contact surfaces generated instead. In addition, being able to add muscle inflation and skin stretching during body animation is highly desirable. Two main approaches have been used for skinning characters so far: geometric skinning and physically-based simulation. Geometric skinning techniques such as smooth skinning or dual quaternions enable real-time animation, but are not able to perform contact deformations nor reproduce plausible skin elasticity (i.e., its ability to stretch and slide over the character’s volume). In contrast, physically-based simulation can be used to achieve these effects, however, long computation times prevent interactive feedback. In addition user control of the muscle setup (when necessary) can be very tedious.

Recently, skinning with contact deformations has been achieved in real time using the implicit skinning method [Vaillant et al. 2013]: the character’s volume is approximated by a set of local, 3D scalar fields (Figure 3 (b)-top). The scalar fields approximate the limbs, and at each animation frame, they are rigidly transformed by the skeleton and combined with an appropriate composition operator, producing a single scalar field (Figure 3 (b)-bottom). To obtain the final deformation, mesh vertices are deformed using standard geometric skinning and then iteratively projected onto their original iso-surface within the scalar field.

While the results of this technique are encouraging, its use of standard geometric skinning as an initial solution requires specifying skinning weights, which are tedious to define. Moreover, as observed by the authors, the success of the correction is conditioned by the quality of the initial skinning solution. When the initial vertices are too far from their ideal final position, which always happens for large bending angles, the following problems occur:

• Foldovers and triangle inversions are produced when some triangles deformed by geometric skinning are nearly par-
In practice, these flaws restrict the range of possible character poses, making the method less useful in a production environment.

Our goal is to design a production-friendly skinning technique, which takes advantage of the desirable features of the implicit skinning framework, but avoids the pitfalls. The solution presented in this paper captures skin contact and elasticity, as well as muscle inflation and skin sliding effects. It also provides more automation and robustness than previous methods while still being applicable at interactive frame-rates.

More precisely, our contributions include:

- **A new implicit skinning pipeline**, free from the need of any initial skinning solution and therefore avoiding both tedious specification of skinning weights and dependence on the quality of a geometric solution (Section 3).

- **New composition operators** enabling us to approximate the shape of the character’s skin during animation with an implicit skin that includes contact surfaces with a controllable depth, as depicted in Figure 3(e) (Section 4).

- **A robust tracking method** based on a linear relaxation energy (inspired from the as-rigid-as-possible energy) to update the skin mesh with a plausible tangential distribution of vertices, as shown in Figures 1(c) and 2(c) (Section 5).

- **Easy extensions to advanced effects** such as muscle inflation (Figure 10) and skin sliding, thanks to the clear decoupling between volumetric deformations handled by the implicit skin and stretching effects handled by the skin mesh (Section 6).

## 2 Related Work

### 2.1 Skinning methods

The most popular methods to animate the skin of a character are geometrical [Magnenat-Thalmann et al. 2004; Kavan and Zařa 2005; Kavan et al. 2008; Kavan and Sorkine 2012; Kim and Han 2014]. In particular, linear blend skinning and dual quaternion skinning are very fast to compute and relatively simple to implement. At run time, they directly weight the skeleton transformations before applying them onto the corresponding mesh parts. Although associating skinning weights to mesh vertices can be done automatically [Lasa and Dionne 2014], the artist often has to manually tune them to improve the results. Moreover, these two methods tend to either increase or decrease the volume around joints, and interpenetrations are generated when different skin parts come in contact.

Shape interpolation schemes [Lewis et al. 2000] and example-based methods [Mohr and Gleicher 2003; Wang et al. 2007; Weber et al. 2007] can also be used to skin a character in real-time. Unfortunately, capturing contact deformations is not very practical since it requires the inclusion of all possible contact situations in the example database. Moreover, skin shapes cannot be easily interpolated or extrapolated in the neighborhood of a contact, the deformation being highly non-linear.

A solution to get more realistic results is to use physically-based simulation, for instance based on anatomical knowledge [Ng-Thow-Hing 2001; Teran et al. 2005; McAdams et al. 2011]. The necessary anatomical data can be semi-automatically transferred between different characters [Ali-Hamadi et al. 2013], yet, the intensive computation required usually prevents interactive feedback. In addition, user control of the muscle setup (when necessary) can be very tedious. Methods such as elasticity skinning [McAdams et al. 2011] enables the computation of skin squash and stretch directly on the mesh by solving underlying physical equations, however, several seconds per animation frame are required for visualizing the results. Alternatively, one can use a set of training poses [Teng et al. 2014] to accelerate the simulation.

Recently, skinning with contact modeling has been achieved in real-time using the implicit skinning method [Vallant et al. 2013]. In addition to generating visually compelling shapes at joints, this method provides a variety of transitional effects, from smooth skin junctions at the elbow for low bending angles to local bulges when fingers articulate. These effects capture at low cost some of the dynamic behavior provided by physically-based approaches. Similarly to geometric skinning approaches, implicit skinning requires the specification of skinning weights. Indeed dual quaternion skinning is used at each frame as an initial solution. Another flaw is that the method does not provide any implicit representation (i.e. the 3D scalar fields) of contact surfaces between skin parts: skin vertices trying to reach their associated iso-surface are simply stopped when they cross gradient discontinuities of the scalar field, causing instabilities. Lastly, as already discussed, the correction fails for deep self-penetrations between skin parts.

In this work, we revisit implicit skinning to avoid the use of an initial geometric skinning solution. Our method relies on both a new composition operator enabling us to model contact surfaces within the implicit skin, and a new, robust implicit surface tracking method applied to mesh points. We therefore review the previous work in these two domains below.

### 2.2 Composition operators for contact modeling

Starting from 3D scalar fields reconstructing the different parts of the input skin mesh, implicit skinning can make use of a variety of field composition operators to create the implicit skin, i.e. the 0.5
iso-surface around which the mesh is repositioned: If a fold needs to be generated as soon as the joint bends, Ricci’s [1973] max operator is applied. More advanced effects such as a bulge-in-contact, or a smooth blend relies on specific gradient-based composition operators [Gourmelon et al. 2013]. Gradient-based operators output a scalar field value which depends on both the input fields and their local gradients. Although they enable capturing the desired outside shape, these different operators have a shortcoming: they do not model the contact surface between the two shape parts. While this does not create any visual artifact, contact surfaces being usually hidden, it prevents handling the projection of mesh vertices in contact regions in a robust manner, resulting in some vertices being pushed towards the wrong side of the shape, causing the instabilities we mentioned.

A contact operator is a composition operator able to define a contact surface (within the 0.5 iso-surface in our case) where the combined implicit primitives collide. Such operators were developed for long [Cani 1993] and were reformulated recently for more flexibility [de Groot et al. 2014]. With these operators, the the implicit primitives to be combined remain completely disjoint: they are separated by the 0.5 iso-surface modeling the contact surface in the collision region. Unfortunately, this solution is not feasible for blending two implicit primitives representing the same limb near a joint. We need to design composition operators able to merge the primitives into a single volume in the rest pose, while locally producing a contact surface whose extent should increase as the joint’s bend increases (see Figure 3(e)). In this work, we have developed specific contact composition operators, enabling this advanced combination of implicit skin parts.

### 2.3 Implicit surface tracking

Tracking an iso-surface of a dynamic 3D scalar field with a mesh remains a challenging problem in the general case. Indeed, the lack of natural tangential parameterization of the field level-sets makes it difficult to maintain an even distribution of mesh vertices.

In the case of implicit skinning, each mesh vertex needs to track a slightly different iso-surface over the animated implicit skin, in order to maintain geometric details. Vaillant et al. [2013] solved the tracking problem by starting at each frame of a geometric skinning deformation of the mesh, and then interleaved Newton iteration in the field gradient direction with tangential mesh relaxation steps based on mean-value coordinates [Hormann and Floater 2006] to project each mesh vertex on its iso-surface of interest. While effective in most cases, this method is subject to fold-over and triangle inversions, projection failures and inappropriate mesh distortions, as already explained in Section 1.

Another approach is to perform tracking iteratively: then, instead of using some additional initial solution, the mesh restarts at each frame from its position at the previous step. Most mesh-based iterative tracking techniques perform an orthogonal projection of mesh vertices onto the iso-surface, combined with some tangential relaxation controlling the vertex distribution. The first solution was to consider mesh vertices as particles and apply a global optimization scheme in order to maintain their distribution [Watkin and Heckbert 1994]. Other relaxation schemes make use of mass-spring systems [Rodrian and Moock 1996] or of other physically inspired energies [Bouthors and Nesme 2007]. These solutions cannot easily be adapted to our problem, because the relaxation of a particle system would deform the initial skin mesh, which we would like to keep unchanged since it stores geometric details. Also, mass-spring systems are known to be subject to fold-over. Lastly, all these methods would require dynamic remeshing through edge split and collapse to be kept robust. This is to be avoided in our case. Where we would like the skin mesh to come back close to its initial configuration when the character comes back to the rest pose.

Active contours [Xu and Prince 1998; Sonka et al. 2007] are also well known iso-surface tracking techniques. They focus on the accurate approximation of a given iso-surface rather than trying to deform an existing mesh while guaranteeing the time coherence of the deformation. Tracking can also be performed by assuming a translational transformation to extract a tangential component of the unknown deformation velocity field [Stam and Schmidt 2011] using differential information. This approach does not prevent the use of a relaxation scheme, and it appears less attractive for skinning, which mostly involves rotational transformations.

Making iterative tracking possible in an implicit skinning framework requires the introduction of a technique able to deal with contact surfaces and minimize the distortions in the vertex distribution. In particular, mesh distortions should be avoided if the character comes-back to rest pose after several transformations. This motivates the introduction of a new, dedicated tracking scheme.

### 3 Overview

Our skinning framework is decomposed in two distinct stages.

**Presets:** Starting with a mesh partitioned according to the bones of its animation skeleton (Figure 3(a)), each mesh part \( i \) is approximated by the 0.5 iso-surface of a smooth 3D scalar field \( f_i : \mathbb{R}^3 \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) (Figure 3(b)-top). Scalar fields \( f_i \) have compact support and vary in \([0,1]\) with \( f_i(p) < 0.5 \) for points \( p \) outside the limb and \( f_i(p) > 0.5 \) for points \( p \) inside. They are generated by fitting Hermite-Radial-Basis-Functions to a subset of the mesh vertices. A single scalar field \( f : \mathbb{R}^3 \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \), whose 0.5 iso-surface (denoted as implicit skin) approximates the shape of the skin, is then computed by combining the fields \( f_i \) with specific composition operators (Figure 3(b)-bottom). In order to preserve the details of the original mesh, each vertex \( v \) stores its own iso-value \( f(v) \) within the resulting scalar field at rest-pose, to be projected back on this iso-value during animation.

While most of these presets follow the lines of Vaillant et al. [2013], they differ from the nature of the composition operator used for \( f \): we define a new family of gradient-based composition operators, able to capture contact surfaces between different parts of the implicit skin and to generate a smooth field around it (Section 4). Note that our new composition is flexible, and therefore enables us to progressively increase the extent of the contact surface while a joint bends.

**During animation:** The scalar fields \( f_i \) are transformed according to their associated bone, resulting in a transformed version of the composed field \( f \) that embeds the implicit skin (Figures 3(c,d,e)-bottom). In these Figures, we show planar sections of the 3D scalar fields. Blue lines are sections of outer iso-surfaces, grey lines are the section of the implicit skin and red lines are sections of inner iso-surfaces. This color convention is used throughout the paper.

In contrast with original implicit skinning, our tracking technique uses the mesh position at the previous time step, to deform the skin mesh according to the composed field \( f \): Each mesh vertex starts from its final position at the previous animation step (Figure 3(c)) and is projected on its saved iso-value \( f(v) \) in the deformed field \( f \) while maintaining plausible elastic tangential mesh deformations and generating contact (Figures 3(d,e)). This is robustly done thanks to a new tracking method that successfully combines rigid transformations, standard Newton iterations following the gradients of the field \( f \), and dedicated tangential relaxations (Section 5). Finally, a pass of Laplacian smoothing around com-
tact regions filters the sharp creases at the boundaries of contact surfaces. The two next sections respectively detail our solutions to the implicit composition and to the mesh tracking problems.

4 Implicit skin with contact modeling

We need to define a single 3D scalar field \( f \) whose 0.5 iso-surface, the implicit skin, produces self-contact regions upon collision while merging implicit primitives around the joints in a smooth manner. The generation of a smooth \( C^1 \) continuous scalar field is required for robust iso-surface tracking (Section 5) as the gradient directions around the implicit skin need to point towards the closest (or nearly closest) point on the implicit skin, to limit mesh distortion at the tracking step. We present new operators for composing \( f \) in Section 4.1, and we explain how they are efficiently computed while retaining smoothness in Section 4.2.

4.1 Composition operators with contact

We solve the problem of enabling skin volumes to blend while sharing local contact surfaces using two new binary operators, organized in a composition tree [Wyvill et al. 1999]. The leaves of the tree are the field functions \( f_i \) each transformed in the same way as its corresponding bone and the composition operators are the interior nodes. A binary composition operator is a function \( g : \mathbb{R}^2 \to \mathbb{R} \) combining two scalar fields \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) in a new 3D scalar field \( f_k(p) = g(f_1(p), f_2(p)) \). Thus, each node of the tree defines a 3D scalar field and the root is the scalar field \( f \) including the implicit skin. Also, in our application we use a special type of composition operators called gradient-based operators.

As mentioned by Vaillant et al. [2013], gradient-based operators \( g_d : \mathbb{R}^2 \to \mathbb{R} \) are parameterized by a function \( d : \mathbb{R} \to \mathbb{R} \) whose argument is the angle \( \alpha \) between \( \nabla f_1 \) and \( \nabla f_2 \). The parameter \( d \) controls the interpolation between two types of compositions, allowing the discrimination of regions that blend according to the gradient angle and the application of different types of compositions. In the case of skinning, it is used to localize blending or bulge-in-contact effects in the fold only.

In the case of skinning, the effect of these operators is simpler to understand by noticing that the angle \( \alpha \) between gradients in the folding regions is often close to the joint rotation angle. In the rest pose, no rotation is applied and thus, no specific skinning effect is to be performed. In that case, we need the 0.5 iso-surface of the scalar fields \( f_i \) to be combined with a union while the rest of the iso-surfaces are smoothly blended around the implicit skin. This type of operator is called a clean-union operator [Pasko et al. 1995; Bernhardt et al. 2010]. When a joint such as the elbow bends between \( \alpha = 0 \) and \( \alpha = \pi/2 \), the skin does not crease and no contact iso-surface need be generated. The use of a clean-union operator produces a smooth field around the implicit skin. For larger bending angles, \( \alpha > \pi/2 \) at an elbow, the contact iso-surface has to be created using our contact operator. In this case the larger the bending angle, the deeper the contact surface goes towards the joint. Finally, when the gradients point in opposite directions (\( \alpha = \pi \)), it means two disjoint skin parts have come into contact, for instance an arm against the torso, and a full contact operator should be applied.

Our first operator \( g_{d_c} \) is parameterized by the controller \( d_c \) for contact handling. It smoothly interpolates between a clean-union (no contact) when \( d_c(\alpha) = 0 \) and a full contact (contact of maximal length) when \( d_c(\alpha) = 1 \). Therefore \( g_{d_c} \) can control the depth of the contact. The behavior presented above leads us to the plot of \( d_c(\alpha) \) depicted in Figure 4(a).

Figures 5(a,b) illustrate the relation between (a) the plot of a contact composition operator \( g_{d_c}(f_1, f_2) \) and (b) its effect on the composition of two scalar fields \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) for an intermediate value of \( d_c \). In Figure 5(a), the abscissa (resp. ordinates) are values of \( f_1 \) (resp. \( f_2 \)) and vertical (resp. horizontal) lines represents its iso-surfaces. The operator defines the way the iso-surfaces of \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) are combined to produce the resulting scalar field \( f_k \). Values of \( g_{d_c} \) are those of \( f_k \) when \( f_k(p) = g_{d_c}(f_1(p), f_2(p)) \). Here, \( g_{d_c} = 0.5 \) on the 0.5 iso-surface of \( f_1 \) (in yellow) up to its intersection with

Figure 3: Presets: (a) Initial mesh partitioned according to its skeleton. (b) (top) Each partition is approximated by a scalar field \( f_i \) and (bottom) composed with our new operators to produce the implicit skin. (c) (d) (e) We illustrate one step of our animation algorithm (top row the mesh deformation, bottom row the isolines of the implicit skin \( f \)). During animation, (c) the deformed mesh parts at an initial step \( n \) (d) are rigidly transformed at the step \( n + 1 \). Then, vertices are projected onto their own iso-value \( f(v) \) (red arrows) and tangentially relaxed (blue arrows). (e) The final result with the contact surface illustrated on the mesh (top) and in grey in the implicit skin (bottom).
Figure 4: (a) Plot of \( d_0(\alpha) \) to get contact at joints, and (b) \( d_0(\alpha) \) to mimic the inflation of tissues in contact situation.

the 0.5 iso-surface of \( f_2 \) (in purple), and on the 0.5 iso-surface of \( f_2 \) up to its intersection with the 0.5 iso-surface of \( f_2 \). The result is the union of these two surfaces. In addition, \( g_{d_c} = 0.5 \) on the green line which starts at the intersection of the combined 0.5 iso-surfaces and goes inside the fields \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) following \( f_1 = f_2 \). This part of \( g_{d_c} = 0.5 \) is the contact surface that is shown with the same color on \( f_k \) in Figure 5(b). This line always starts at the intersection of the combined primitives and its length is controlled by \( d_c \). Other iso-lines of \( g_{d_c} \) smoothly link values of \( f_1 \) to values of \( f_2 \) by following the shape of \( g_{d_c} = 0.5 \), resulting in a smooth distance field around \( g_{d_c} = 0.5 \) in Figure 5(a) and thus around \( f_k = 0.5 \) in Figure 5(b).

By designing the same operator, but without contact (i.e., when \( d_c = 0 \)), we obtain the clean-union operator presented in Figure 5(c) whose effect on scalar fields is depicted in Figure 3(c). On the other hand, with a contact line of maximal length (i.e., when \( d_c = 1 \)), we get the full contact operator shown in Figure 5(d).

Our second operator \( g_{d_c} \) is built similarly. It interpolates both the depth of the contact and the inflation of the bulge-in-contact between a clean union operator when \( d_0(\alpha) = 0 \) (no contact and no bulge, Figure 6(a)) and a full contact operator with maximal bulge when \( d_0(\alpha) = 1 \) (Figure 6(c)). Figure 6(b) illustrates this operator with intermediate contact length and bulge-in-contact \( d_0(\alpha) = \frac{1}{2} \).

The bulge-in-contact is performed by the inflation of the 0.5 iso-lines of \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) in Figures 6(b,c). During the animation of a finger, the parameter \( d_0(\alpha) \) is set as illustrated in Figure 4(b). As we can see, in that case, the bulge starts at low bending angles. Results produced by this operator are illustrated in Figure 13.

In practice, the composition operator \( g_{d_c} \) is applied by default at each skeleton joint, but the user can select \( g_{d_c} \) if desired. The binary composition tree (where implicit primitives are the leaves and composition operators are the nodes) is then built as follows: We start by creating nodes that link pairs of primitives with bulge-in-contact composition \( g_{d_c} \). This forms the bottom of the tree. Then all the other nodes are added on top using gradient-based contact \( g_{d_c} \), until all primitives are combined within a single tree. This specific composition enables us to achieve both the required bulge surfaces at fingers and the contacts we are looking for.

4.2 Bi-harmonic evaluation

The advantage of using scalar fields with compact support is that they are bounded in space and thus, can be stored in 3D grids enabling fast evaluation. It is the same for composition operators: we pre-compute and store them in 3D grids for the three entries \( (f_1, f_2, d) \).

Most advanced composition operators, such as those based on gradient blending, have very complex closed form equations, so some of them must be evaluated numerically, for instance, using binary search. Building new composition operators this way is a long and tedious task: one must first derive intricate equations for each new operator and find the appropriate numerical evaluation method. Fortunately, in the case of skinning, only \( C^1 \) continuity is required for composition operators. This enables us to propose a simpler and more general way of constructing \( C^1 \) operators \( g \) directly into a discrete grid.

Our solution is to use bi-harmonic interpolation of some constraints: that is, the function \( g \) must satisfy the fourth-order bi-Laplacian equation \( \Delta^2 g = 0 \), where \( \Delta \) is the Laplacian differential operator, while matching constraints at specific input values, as those listed in the previous section. This choice ensures a minimal continuity of order \( C^1 \). We directly solve this partial differential equation for each 2D slice \( (f_1, f_2) \) of the grid using a standard finite difference discretization. We use Dirichlet constraints on the system boundaries. The grid boundaries constraints are set according to the specific boundary properties of composition operators expressed by Canzolin et al. [2013] (Equation 1) and inner grid constraints are placed along the profile curve defining the 0.5 iso-curve of \( g(f_1, f_2) \) (Equation 2). Formally, we set:

\[
g(f_1, 0) = f_1, \quad g(0, f_2) = f_2, \quad g(f_1, 1) = g(1, f_2) = 1, \tag{1}
\]
and
\[ g(f_1, f_2) = 0.5 \quad \forall (f_1, f_2) \in \text{profile curve}. \]

In addition to these Dirichlet boundary conditions, the normal derivatives have to be constrained to zero on the \( g(f_1, 0) \) and \( g(0, f_2) \) axes to ensure a \( C^1 \) continuity at the boundaries of \( g \).

Even though bi-harmonic interpolation does not guarantee the monotonicity of the function variation between constraints, we found the practical results satisfactory in our case without having to resort to more involved quadratic programming solvers [Jacobson et al. 2011; Jacobson et al. 2012].

Our different operators are thus generated by constraining \( g = 0.5 \) along a profile curve. For the contact operator \( g_{bc} \), the profile curve is composed of three line segments (in purple, yellow and green in Figure 5). The purple and yellow lines defined as the linear interpolation of the points \((0, 0.5), (0.5, 0.5)\) and \((0.5, 0.5), (0.5, 0)\) are fixed in all slices \((f_1, f_2) \forall d \in [0, 1]\). The green line is the linear interpolation of the points \((0.5, 0.5)\) and \((0.5 + \frac{d}{\sqrt{2}}, 0.5 + \frac{d}{\sqrt{2}})\).

Aside from the operator \( g_{bc} \), the profile curve is in general not aligned with grid vertices (e.g., bulge operator). We constrain the grid vertices of the intersected grid cells with the shortest signed distance to the profile curve.

The bulge-in-contact operator \( g_{bc} \) is constructed following exactly the same procedure (see Figure 6). The only difference are the purple and yellow profile curves that are defined with cubic B-splines whose control points are interpolated with respect to \( d_0 \), between an aligned position when \( d_0 = 0 \) and the maximal bulge when \( d_0 = 1 \).

Using this evaluation procedure, our composition operators are pre-computed once for all in 3D grids and at run time, a simple texture fetch is required for each evaluation. More generally, this approach enables the design of free-form composition operators: one only needs to specify a profile curve to generate a new operator.

5 Iso-surface tracking

One of the main challenge of our general implicit-skinning approach is to ensure that the initial mesh properly follows the iso-surface defined by the time-varying global scalar field \( f \). Even though \( f \) is usually obtained through the composition of implicit primitives \( f_i \) which are rigidly transformed, the underlying implicit skin exhibits severe non-linear deformations around the joints. User defined non-linear deformations might also be applied to the \( f_i \) to mimic some complex effects (see section 6). Moreover, in our context the mesh embeds many spatially varying data such as relief details and texture layers. Therefore, the topology and density of the mesh cannot be arbitrarily changed, and each vertex must carefully track its position on the implicit surface to avoid unnatural distortions.

To this end, we propose to track the iso-surface incrementally from one animation step to the next using a three stage procedure:

1. Each vertex is moved by applying the transformation difference of its nearest bone, as defined by the initial mesh partitioning (Figure 3 (d)).
2. Vertices are projected onto their respective iso-value (derived from the rest pose) along the gradient direction using Newton iterations.
3. This yields a good initial guess on which we can apply a tangential relaxation scheme to account for the stretch of the implicit skin while reducing distortions.

![Figure 7: Standard ARAP energy (a), (b), (d) is compared to our dual-quaternion based rotation targets (c) and (e). In (a) only the extremities of the tube are fixed while in (b) a larger part is fixed. Both cases lead to \( C^0 \) deformations on the constraints with an un-plausible distribution of vertices inside the domain. In (d) triangle inversions occurred. In (c) and (e) these problems are avoided and our technique produces an adequate result.]

Since stages one and two are already described by Vaillant et al. [2013], the rest of this section focuses on the last one.

5.1 Tangential relaxation energy

The relaxation scheme must reduce the distortions while maintaining the mesh on the underlying surface. On the one hand, incrementally applying the relaxation based on mean value coordinate from the implicit skinning method does not reduce distortions sufficiently and contact is not captured adequately as illustrated in Figure 12(b). On the other hand, doing an accurate physical simulation of the skin would be prohibitively expensive for our purpose. We thus derived a novel relaxation scheme inspired by Sorkine et al. [2007] as-rigid-as-possible (ARAP) energy:

\[
E(\{\hat{p}_i\}) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j \in N(i)} w_{ij} \|\hat{p}_i - \hat{p}_j - R_{ij}(p_i - p_j)\|^2, \tag{3}
\]

where \( p_i \) are the vertex positions in rest pose, \( \hat{p}_i \) are the unknown final positions, \( R_{ij} \) is a \( 3 \times 3 \) rotation matrix, and \( N(i) \) denotes the one-ring neighborhood of vertex \( i \). The weights \( w_{ij} \) are classically defined from the cotangent formula [Meyer et al. 2002], i.e., \( w_{ij} = \frac{1}{2} \left( \cot(\alpha_{ij}) + \cot(\beta_{ij}) \right) \), where \( \alpha_{ij}, \beta_{ij} \) are the angles opposite to the edge \((i,j)\).

As motivated and detailed below, in our relaxation scheme the rotations \( R_{ij} \) are prescribed a priori taking advantage of the specificity of skinning deformations. Indeed, the energy \( E \) is by construction invariant to translation while the rotation \( R_{ij} \) locally cancels rigid transformations. In most applications of this kind of energy, including iso-surface tracking [Bouthors and Nesme 2007], \( R_{ij} \) is computed from the polar decomposition of the Jacobian of the unknown deformation. In addition to being an expensive process, this strategy exhibits several drawbacks. Firstly, this inserts a non-linear component in the energy, \( E \) which thus requires additional iterations to be minimized while introducing local minima. In addition, as illustrated in Figure 7(a,b), there is no smoothness constraints on the target rotations \( R_{ij} \) and the result is only \( C^0 \) at the constraint boundaries. Moreover, we observed during animation that vertices appear to slide over the implicit skin instead of behaving as if the skin had elasticity, resulting in an unrealistic animation of the skin.

Finally, as depicted in Figure 7(d), this strategy is well known to be subject to triangle inversions which are very tedious to avoid, even on a planar domain [Schüler et al. 2013].

We address all these drawbacks by fixing \textit{a priori} the target rotations \( R_{ij} \). In order to leverage a coherent behavior over time and to
recover the rest-pose, these rotations must not depend on the positions of the mesh vertices of the current animation step but only on the rest pose and affine transformations of the bones.

Following the first stage of our tracking procedure, a first choice consists of using the rotation associated with the nearest bone of vertex \( i \) for \( R_i \). As illustrated in the first row of Figure 8, this strategy yields promising results despite the discontinuous nature of the underlying rotation field. An effective solution thus consists of performing a blend of the bone transformations as in standard geometric skinning methods. In this research we use the dual-quaternion interpolation scheme [Kavan et al. 2008] with default harmonic weights [Baran and Popović 2007]. As discussed in more details in Section 6 and illustrated in Figure 8, we emphasize that both the choice of the blending technique and weights have only subtle effects on the final distribution of the vertices, and they do not affect the final shape or robustness of the tracking. Figures 7(c,e) show the superiority of our approach that better localize continuous tangential deformations and prevents triangle inversions.

5.2 On-surface constraints

The energy \( E \) has to be minimized while maintaining the vertices to their own field value. This is a non-linear constraint which implies an iterative scheme in which \( p_i \) is obtained through a sequence \( p_i^0, p_i^1, \ldots \), where \( p_i^0 \) corresponds to the initial projection onto its respective iso-value, as obtained through the aforementioned second stage of the tracking system. At each iteration of the minimization, we first locally linearize this constraint by enforcing each vertex to lie on its respective current tangent plane. This can be accomplished by writing the unknown position \( p_i^{k+1} \) as:

\[
p_i^{k+1} = \hat{p}_i + \left[ u_i^k v_i^k \right] \begin{pmatrix} u_i^{k+1} \\ v_i^{k+1} \end{pmatrix}, \tag{4}
\]

where \( u_i^k, v_i^k \) are two arbitrary tangent vectors of the current iso-surface at \( \hat{p}_i^k \), and \( u_i^{k+1}, v_i^{k+1} \) are the 2D coordinates of \( \hat{p}_i^{k+1} \) in this local frame. Minimizing \( E \) under this constraint is still a linear and very sparse problem. Since there is no need to completely solve this problem before projecting the solution on the surface and iterating, we interleave one Jacobi iteration minimizing \( E \) with one Newton iteration projecting \( p_i^{k+1} \) onto its respective field value. At each iteration, an approximation of the local tangent frame is obtained for free from the gradient computed during the Newton iteration.

The choice for Jacobi iterations is motivated by its simplicity to be parallelized on the GPU. Higher performance may be achieved using the conjugate-gradient method which can also be efficiently implemented on GPUs [Weber et al. 2013]. In order to guarantee the availability of a very good initial guess \( p_i^0 \) and to avoid projection issues, the skeleton animation between two successive frames is decomposed into several virtual frames such that the maximal rotation angle of a bone is smaller than a third of the current bending angle. The intermediate skeleton configurations are linearly interpolated. Such a decomposition has little impact on the performance because a smaller animation step leads to a faster convergence.

6 Implementation and results

6.1 Implementation

In our prototype implementation, the deformation part of our skinning system is entirely executed on the GPU using CUDA. Parallelization is performed on a per-vertex basis with one kernel responsible for the computation of the initial guesses (rigid transformations and Newton projections) and a second kernel performing one iteration of the minimization (one Jacobi iteration, plus one Newton projection). This second kernel is applied multiple times per animation step until convergence. To accelerate the evaluation of the scalar field \( f \), the scalar fields \( f_i \) are indexed in a 322 grid, and both our composition operators \( g_k \) and scalar fields \( f_i \) are stored in 3D textures and evaluated using hardware trilinear interpolation.

Results were produced on an Intel Core i5-3570K at 3.4GHz, with 8GB of memory and a Geforce 670 GTX. The memory consumption is exactly the same as for the implicit skinning method: for the models presented in this paper, from 10 to 30MB of extra texture memory are required to store the operators and field functions. During an interactive session, joints are usually adjusted one at a time. In this case, deformations occur mostly locally: only a small fraction of vertices have to be projected and relaxed, hence the density of the mesh has a small impact on performance. For a single joint, we thus observed a rate between 30 to 300 frames per second.

More detailed statistics and performance results are given in Table 1 for complete animations and different time steps. As expected, the number of minimization iterations and thus the computation time highly depends on the magnitude of the skeleton transformation between two animation steps.

6.2 Results

Provided a mesh with an animation skeleton, our system automatically produces a default solution: partitioning and field-functions \( f_i \) are automatically computed as described by Vaillant et al. [Vaillant et al. 2013], and skin elasticity and self-contacts are automatically and globally resolved during the animation.

As demonstrated in Figure 9, our approach produces satisfactory behavior without requiring any tedious tuning of skinning weights, while previous work still exhibit distortions even after an artist edits
Figure 9: Comparison of different skinning method using manually edited skinning weights (top), and automatic weights (bottom).

Figure 10: Reproduction of the inflation of a bicep by the addition of an extra primitive (a) and its animation using our system (b). Owing to the prominent shape of the muscles, implicit skinning yields projection artifacts (c).

The global nature of the skin sliding effect produced by our tangential relaxation is especially visible on the character’s belly of Figure 11-left. In contrast to geometric or implicit skinning, with our method the belly button is stretched as the torso twists. As shown in Figure 11-top, this skin elasticity can be easily controlled by painting regions where the tangential relaxation is not wanted. In such regions, vertices are only rigidly transformed according to their nearest bone.

Global contacts can be observed in Figures 11(d) and 14. The shape of the deformation can also be adjusted by choosing between different types of composition operator to enable, for instance, subtle bulge in contact where this is desired as on the finger of Figure 13. More advanced deformations can also be performed by designing and controlling additional field functions. For instance, in Figure 10 the user added an extra implicit primitive with its associated bone to mimic the contraction of a bicep by applying a scaling proportional to the arm bending angle. Such a manipulation would not be possible without a proper tracking system taking care of the skin elasticity and contacts.

In addition to all these novel possibilities, our system permits reaching extreme bending angle without introducing artifacts. This can be seen in Figure 1(e) for a bending angle of around 150 degrees. This high robustness is due to the combination of both a proper modeling of surface contacts and the incremental nature of our novel surface tracking mechanism. Figure 12(a) shows that with a standard union operator, implicit skinning exhibits artifacts if it is implemented with skinning weights that are not smooth enough. In Figure 12(b) our novel contact operator, used alone in implicit skinning (i.e., without our novel tracking system), improves the projection artifacts but does not reduce mesh distortions. Finally, our novel tracking algorithm (Figure 12(c)) enables even larger bending.
angles, a proper tracking of the fold depth and a reduction of mesh distortions.

6.3 Limitations

Owing to the incremental nature of our tracking technique, our approach gets closer to a physical simulation of the skin than the original implicit skinning method. Even though our approach is considerably simpler and faster than physical simulations, it still has some of their drawbacks. Firstly, the result for a given animation step is not entirely determined by the skeleton pose. Because of the non-linearity introduced by the projections on the implicit skin the result might depend on the complete history of the animation. For a similar reason, the result might also depend on the chosen time step. As with any simulation, choosing the right time step is a trade-off between the computation cost and the numerical stability: a very large time step will lead to very poor initial guesses with similar problems as implicit skinning, while a very small time step will be prohibitively expensive.

In practice, as long as no incorrect projection occurs during animation, our solution is almost insensitive to a particular time step. The automatic solution proposed in Section 5.2 to choose an appropriate time step strives to make sure that the initial guess obtained through rigid transformation of the previous animation-step does not lead to a projection in the wrong direction. The proposed solution is rather conservative as, for instance, we observed that bending an arm from a fully open to a $\pi/2$ angle in a single time-step is correctly handled by our tracking system. Higher performance could thus be achieved by relaxing the proposed heuristic. An implementation could also use large time steps, and dynamically subdivide the animation when incorrect projections or triangle inversions are detected.

7 Conclusion

In this work, we have presented a new skinning technique that takes advantage of the best features of implicit skinning, and makes the method more robust and suitable for production pipelines. We showed how to properly model and control contact surfaces using advanced implicit composition operators. To this end, we designed a process for the creation of free-form composition operators based on biharmonic interpolation over a discrete grid. The scope of this technical contribution goes beyond the context of implicit skinning, as this process enables interactive design of custom composition operators which is a central topic in implicit modeling. We also showed how to track a deformable implicit surface by deriving a linearized relaxation energy from Sorkine et al.’s as-rigid-as-possible energy with some a priori knowledge on the expected deformation that we can extract from the animation skeleton. As a result, our skinning system is robust, handles contact even when surfaces are deeply interpenetrating, and maintains a plausible solution where implicit skinning fails. The method thus reduces the amount of necessary user interaction, while maintaining interactive performance, and enables new features such as skin elasticity.

Based on these well controlled skin deformations, several new avenues could be explored. For instance, very fine control of the tangential deformations could be studied by setting a few vertices in key-frames. Also, performances could be improved by investigating more efficient GPU solvers and better automatic adjustment of the time steps. Automatically computing the scalar fields at complex joints is still a challenging problem which deserves some future specific attention. Finally, the more general use of our technique on deformable dynamic 3D objects is still to be explored.
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